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My school: IES My school: IES CassCassàà de la de la SelvaSelva

►My school has started 
with CLIL this year 
(06-07) with 3rd ESO 
and Batxillerat under 
the name English and 
Technology

►The current CLIL 
team is composed of 
3 teachers: 1 English 
teacher and 2 
technology teachers 



CLIL targets for 08/09CLIL targets for 08/09

180 hoursTotal annual hours
Batxillerat (Bacc)

250 hours – 285 hoursTotal annual hours ESO 
+ Batxillerat

35h x number of groups
(usually 2 or 3)

Total annual hours ESO 
(GCSE)

35 hours (1/3 of the time)Electrical Technology2n BAT

5 hours (1 unit + 1 visit to a factory 
with an English speaking guide)

Industrial Technology2n BAT

70 hours (2/3 of the time)Industrial Technology1r BAT

70 hours (all year long)New Technologies1r BAT

35 hours x number of groups, usually 
2 or 3. (1/3 of the time)

Technology3r ESO

Number of hours taught 
in English (08-09)

SubjectStage



My moduleMy module

Manufacturing systems (5 h)Ceramic mat. and 
composites (5 h)

Wood (4 h)Polymers (6 h)Metals (15 h)

Topic

►► The module I have developed in Nottingham is a part The module I have developed in Nottingham is a part 
of the Industrial Technology subject on materialsof the Industrial Technology subject on materials



My moduleMy module



My moduleMy module

15 hTotal time

3 h11. Machine tools, joining metals and other systems4. Working with metals

1 h10. Which metal must be used?

1 h9. Other metals

1 h8. Copper

1 h7. Aluminium3. Non-ferrous metals

1 h6. Steel processes and products

1 h5. Iron and ferrous-metals2. Ferrous-metals

1 h4. Metals and alloys

2 h3. Other properties

2 h2. Mechanical properties

1 h1. Classification of industrial materials1. Materials, metals and 
their properties

LessonUnit

The lessons developed in Nottingham are in blue



Structure of a lessonStructure of a lesson

Lesson plan

Power Point
presentation

Tasks
Teacher’s
notes



Slides (theory)Slides (theory)

►► The The sentencessentences must be must be shortshort and and clearclear

►► The The keykey and/or and/or new wordsnew words or or structuresstructures must be must be 
highlightedhighlighted (in bold or in another colour)(in bold or in another colour)

►► Visual elementsVisual elements must must notnot be be confusingconfusing and must and must 
content the minimum number of elements to make content the minimum number of elements to make 
them understandablethem understandable

►► Visual elementsVisual elements are fundamental, they help the are fundamental, they help the 
learner to acquire the expected knowledgelearner to acquire the expected knowledge

►► ZPD ZPD are importantare important



Examples of visualsExamples of visuals

Bad exampleGood example



Examples of slidesExamples of slides
►► Most materials expand as they are heated and contract if they arMost materials expand as they are heated and contract if they are e 

cooled. Thus their length is a function of temperature. If the lcooled. Thus their length is a function of temperature. If the length of ength of 
an object is an object is LL and the temperature changes by a differential amount and the temperature changes by a differential amount 
dTdT, then the differential change in the length , then the differential change in the length dLdL is given by:is given by:

dLdL =   =   L L dTdT

In the figure we show an aluminium rod. The length of the rod isIn the figure we show an aluminium rod. The length of the rod is
defined in the figure, and is similar but not identical to the ddefined in the figure, and is similar but not identical to the definition efinition 
you will use in the experiment. The rod is at a temperature T0 ayou will use in the experiment. The rod is at a temperature T0 and nd 
has a length of L0. We heat the rod up to a temperature T > T0, has a length of L0. We heat the rod up to a temperature T > T0, and and 
its length increases to L.its length increases to L.

Bad example



Examples of slidesExamples of slides

►► Thermal expansionThermal expansion
is the tendency of is the tendency of 
matter to matter to increase increase 
in volumein volume when when 
heatedheated

►►When an object When an object is is 
longlong (a bar, a wire) (a bar, a wire) 
its its length increaseslength increases
when heated. The when heated. The 
phenomenon is phenomenon is 
called called linear linear 
expansionexpansion

Lo = initial length

∆L = change in length
To = initial temperature

∆T = change in temperature

Good example



Examples of slidesExamples of slides

►► Rail track expansion Rail track expansion 
joints are necessaryjoints are necessary. . 
In summer the length In summer the length 
of the tracks increaseof the tracks increase

If tracks did not have expansion 
joints  they would become distorted 
in summer



Examples of slidesExamples of slides

►► For solid materials with For solid materials with 
a a significant lengthsignificant length like like 
rail tracks or cables, rail tracks or cables, 
the amount of thermal the amount of thermal 
expansion can be expansion can be 
described by the           described by the           
ratio ratio ε ε thermalthermal

►► αα is the is the coefficient of coefficient of 
thermal expansionthermal expansion in in 
ººKK--1 1 (or  (or  ººCC--1 1 ))

23.6 x 1023.6 x 10--66

16.5 x 1016.5 x 10--66

13.0 x 1013.0 x 10--66

5.9 x 105.9 x 10--66

5.0 x 105.0 x 10--66

AluminiumAluminium

CopperCopper

SteelSteel

GlassGlass

WoodWood

ººKK--11MaterialMaterial

Coefficients of Linear Expansion 
(αα) of some materials



TasksTasks
Tasks are useful to understand the theory and going further 

and should use the same vocabulary and structures

They can be done individually, in pairs or in groups

► Matching word with description

► Filling gaps in a given text

► Matching heads and tails
► Labelling visual elements

► Making a diagram from a given text

► Understanding and analysing a diagram

► Understanding and analysing a text

► Working out an analytic exercise

► True/False list

► Using a substitution table to write sentences



Understanding Understanding 
and analysing a and analysing a 
diagramdiagram

TasksTasks



True/False listTrue/False list

TasksTasks



Heads and tailsHeads and tails

TasksTasks



Analysing a Analysing a 
texttext

TasksTasks



Analysing a Analysing a 
text and filling text and filling 

in a chartin a chart

TasksTasks



TasksTasks

Analytic Analytic 
exercise + exercise + 
drawing drawing 
conclusionsconclusions



Analytic exercise (answer)Analytic exercise (answer)

TasksTasks



Aluminium cans recycling rates (%)Aluminium cans recycling rates (%)
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Source: European Commission, 2001



TeacherTeacher’’s notes: examples notes: example



LanguageLanguage
►► Language Language ofof learning and learning and 
language language forfor learning: learning: 
giving vocabulary and giving vocabulary and 
structuresstructures



LanguageLanguage

Answer (in teacher’s notes)



Only the educated are freeOnly the educated are free

EpictetusEpictetus (55 AD (55 AD -- 135 AD)135 AD)


